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Basic Microxthone
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Low Frequency Oneration

Sound waves from the front (O ) impinge on

both sides of the diaphragm, reaching the

rear side by diffraction. The waves

reaching the rear side travel further than

those striking the front, the extra distance

being typically "to A cm. There is thus a
nreasure gradient (i.e. pressure difference)
between front and rear sides of the

diaphragm.
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High Frequency Operation

V/hen the wavelength of the incident sound is less than the diameter of

the microphone there is no diffraction to the rear and the microphone is
pregs"ujce operated. In these conditions the pressure increases only

sli^tly with frequency.
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PRESSUEE GRADXBNT MICBOPHOiaES

PreasTire gradient/frequency graph
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Directivity Pattern

Pressure gradient Eicrophones have a figure-

of-ei^t response. With ribbon microphones

such as the STC 4058 this pattern changes

very little with frequency over the entire

range. Electrostatic microphones usually

show some depairtures from the ideal pattern,

particularly at low frequencies. The

effect, generally, is that around the 90°
and 270° angles the pattern has a "waist"
rather than a region of zero sensitivity.
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General Points

Pressure gradient microphones •—

a) are rumble-prone because of the low resonance frequency of the
diaphragm

b) show "bass tip-up" when the working distance is less than about
0.5 m (li feet).
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